Voyager Search specializes in smart spatial search solutions.
The company’s off-the-shelf enterprise search platform combines
best-of-breed search and spatial technologies into a single,
robust, and intuitive search and data management solution.
The company’s family of products work together to create an index

Introducing

of an organization’s data and allows customers to then enrich that

Vose

data, manage it, and make it searchable and easily accessible from
a single point of search. By incorporating spatial technology into the
solution, Voyager Search provides unique features for organizations
that rely on and use location-based data.

The Future of Smart Spatial Search

Connect Anything, Anywhere
Voyager connects and makes searchable all of your content,
regardless of where it resides. Where do you store yours?

File System

The newest addition to, and next evolution of, Smart Spatial Search.
Vose delivers a decentralized, highly scalable solution that has
been designed from the ground up to meet the high speed and
high volume search solutions that our customers rely on.
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What’s Included?

Flex Index

Navigo UI

The next generation of our search index built for scalability and reliability.
A single logical index that, behind the scenes, is physically split up and
deployed across a cluster of machines.

Our end user interface has been updated with new features that allow users
to more easily discover the data they need.
Optional taxonomy display

Is massively scalable

Vose features two entirely new

Has built-in replication of index data offers redundancy and fault tolerance
features to ensure the search index is always up and in a healthy state

applications, more Machine Learning

Can handle thousands of simultaneous requests

and Artificial Intelligence capabilities,

Can scale to include as many documents as you need

in the existing Voyager Server licenses,

Agents
Remote workers that scale up your indexing capacity.

Vose has been developed to allow

Easily increase indexing capacity by adding more Agents to fit your needs

customers to index more data and to

Agents ingest your content, enrich it and then send to the Flex Index

scale have become far more efficient.

New summary search results display

Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence provide a smarter, more efficient
search experience. And, all of these features can be tuned to your content
so results are as relevant as possible every single time.
Entity extraction pulls out key terms from your content and can be used
to group related items into taxonomies, filters, or geotags
Query Expansion feature broadens returns on your search results so you
don’t miss out on anything.

do it faster. By separating resourceintensive processes, deployments at

Streamlined search bar

Smarter Spatial Search

the Flex Index to support large-scale
deployments and all of the capabilities

Improved tools management

HQ

Find Similar brings back content related to your search so you can more
easily find what you need

Our new headquarters for managing discovery.
A more streamlined experience for managing and enriching your content
Includes an expanded set of highly extensible, newly crafted and updated
connectors for indexing your content

Did You Mean helps with that tricky spelling — is it Cincinnati or Cincinnatti?
Query Suggestion, or as-you-type autocomplete, reduces the amount of
typing a user needs to do and helps develop the best search by suggesting
queries that will provide the most relevant results.

HQ makes adding custom connectors easier

No custom
code required

No costly
mirgration
of data

No change
in workflow

New and Improved Pipeline
Enriching, transforming, and harmonizing your content for the best search
experience has never been easier.
We’ve rearchitected and streamlined the entire pipeline process
Adding custom pipeline steps has become easier than ever

Vose includes all of this as
well as the features of all of our extensions
and Voyager Server Pro.
It’s smart spatial search, simplified.
voyagersearch.com

